In 9] Knuth shows how to derive the convolution formulas of Hagen, Rothe and Abel from Vandermonde's convolution or binomial theorem for integer exponents. In the present paper, we shall rst present a short and elementary proof of the multi-extension of the above convolution formulas, due to Raney and Mohanty. In the second part we shall present a multi-version of Knuth's approach to convolution polynomials and derive another short proof of the above formulas.
Introduction
Recall that a family of polynomials fF n (x)g n 0 is said to be of convolution type if F n (x) has degree n and satis es the convolution condition : In a refreshing paper about convolution polynomials, Knuth 9] shows how to derive these seemingly non trivial formulas from the basic binomial theorem for integers and Vandermonde's convolution.
Since the multi-extensions of the above identities are also known, it is natural to give a multi-extension of Knuth's results in 9]. To express them more concisely, we shall use the vector notation as follows. Throughout this paper m will be a xed natural number. A multi-extension of Hagen's identity has also been given by Mohanty 12] , by applying the multivariable Lagrange inversion formula, in the following form :
A n (a + c; b); (1:2) where q = (q 1 ; ; q m ) 2 C m and a; c; p 2 C.
The aim of this paper is two folds. First we present a very short and elementary proof of (1.1) and (1.2) from scratch, which is similar in spirit to Good's short proof of Dyson's conjecture 4]. In the the second part of this paper we shall present a natural multi-extension of Knuth's approach 9] to ordinary convolution polynomials. As a consequence of this generalization we see that (1.2) and (1. As remarked by Knuth 9] , in the special case that each polynomial F n (x) has degree exactly n, the polynomials n!F n (x) are said to be of binomial type 13]. We note that in the later case Joni 10] has given another generalization of binomial polynomials.
2 A short proof of formula (1.2) Notice that formula (1.2) is eqivalent to (1.1) and the following identity :
A further look shows that formula (1.3) is actually a consequence of (2.1).
Indeed, exchanging a with c, and k with n ? k in (2.1) yields
2) Summing up the two above identities side by side and taking q = n, we get (1.1). Therefore it su ces to prove (2.1). However it seems useful to rst give an independent proof of (1.1) to illustrate the method. In the sequel we assume a to belong to N. Let S n (a; c; b) = n (a; c; b) satis es the same recurrence relation (2.8) and boundary condition (2.9). Thus completes proof of (2.6).
3 Multi-convolution polynomials A family of polynomials fF n (x)g n 0 forms a multinomial convolution family if F n (x) has degree jnj and if the convolution condition
holds for all x and y and for all n 0. In the case that m = 1 we recover the monomial convolution family studied by Knuth 9] . We should note that this de nition is di erent from the one of \higher dimentional polynomials of binomial type" studied by Joni 10] . Many such families are known, and they appear frequently in applications. For example, we can let F n (x) = x jnj =n!, the condition (1.7) is equivalent to the binomial theorem for integer exponents. Or we can let F n (x) be the multinomial coe cient x n ; the corresponding identity (1.8) may be called multi-Vandermonde's convolution.
Knuth showed that convolution polynomials arise as coe cients when a power series of one variable is raised to the power x. Now we show that multi-convolution polynomials arise as coe cients when a power series of several variables is raised to the power x. Let Theorem 4 Let F n (x) be any family of polynomials in x such that F n (x) has degree jnj. If
holds for all n and x, then the following identities hold for all n, x, y and t (x + y) F n (x + y + t n)
The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the multinomial convolution condition could be weakened to (3.4), or (3.5). Hence (3.5) implies that polynomials F n (x) form a set of convolution polynomials. Now, for 1 i m, the process of going from F n (x) to xF n (x + n i )=(x + n i ) of Lemma 3 can be iterated : another replacement gives xF n (x + 2n i )=(x + 2n i ), and after t i iterations we discover that the polynomials xF n (x+t i n i )=(x+t i n i ) also form a convolution family. This holds for all positive integers t i (1 i m), and the convolution condition is expressible as a set of polynomial relations in t i (1 i m); therefore xF n (x + t i n i )=(x + t i n i ) is a convolution family for all complex numbers t i (1 i m). Thus by applying the above process we obtain succesfully a sequence of convolution polynomials families x x + t 1 n 1 + : : : + t i n i We can also derive (3.6) from the rst example as follows. We have shown how to create new multinomial convolution families from given ones exactly as in the monomial case. The addiional constructions mentioned by Knuth 9] can also be extended. For example, if F n (x) and G n (x) are convolution families, then so is the family H n (x) de ned by H n (x) = n X k=0 F k (x)G n?k (x): as did by Knuth 9] in the case m = 1.
